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Lecture II: GW constraints



Plan of this lecture

1- Basics of gravitational waves; the 
observational landscape

2- PBHs as source of GWs and resulting 
constraints

A- 2nd-order GWs from scalar perturbations

B- Formation of PBH binaries in the late Universe

C- Formation of PBH binaries in the early Universe



1- Basics of gravitational waves
<latexit sha1_base64="cjLTDQbnVL0dtwDk4EMctIgkp28=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkWoCGWmKroRim5cVrAP6LQlk0nb0ExmyEMsQz/Ejb/ixoUiblwI/o2ZtqC2Hgg595x7Se7xY0alcpwvK7OwuLS8kl3Nra1vbG7Z2zs1GWmBSRVHLBINH0nCKCdVRRUjjVgQFPqM1P3BVerX74iQNOK3ahiTVoh6nHYpRspIHfs4kO0SvIAFjyjUSbxQQ4/rETyC/Z/qEAb37bRIL647dt4pOmPAeeJOSR5MUenYH14QYR0SrjBDUjZdJ1atBAlFMSOjnKcliREeoB5pGspRSGQrGS83ggdGCWA3EuZwBcfq74kEhVIOQ990hkj15ayXiv95Ta26562E8lgrwvHkoa5mUEUwTQoGVBCs2NAQhAU1f4W4jwTCyuSZMyG4syvPk1qp6J4WnZuTfPlyGkcW7IF9UAAuOANlcA0qoAoweABP4AW8Wo/Ws/VmvU9aM9Z0Zhf8gfX5DXDQoGQ=</latexit>

ds2 = (⌘µ⌫ + hµ⌫)dx
µdx⌫space-time metric:
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⌘µ⌫ = diag(�1, 1, 1, 1)
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|hµ⌫ | ⌧ 1

hijTT  is the gravitational-wave strain. 
It satisfies a wave equation. Propagates at speed of light.  

hμν has 10 indep. components. 6 linear combinations are gauge-invariant: 
• 2 scalar potentials Φ, Ψ [generalization of Newtonian potential]
• 1 transverse ``vector” [2 independent components], and
• 1 transverse trace-free “tensor” [2 independent components] hijTT
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ii = 0 = rih
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ij



•  Quadrupole formula. Consider a (non-relativistic) matter source 
with a time-varying mass quadrupole moment Qij(t)  [~ M R2]. 
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hTT
ij (t, r) =

2

r

h
Q̈ij(t� r)

iTT r: distance to 
the source

•  Gravitational waves carry energy and momentum:

<…> = average over 
several wavelengths

Energy density:

Energy flux/
momentum density:
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⇢GW =
1

32⇡
hḣTT

ij ḣTT
ij i
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PGW
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1

32⇡
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➡  GW-power radiated by a time-varying quadrupole moment: 
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Qiji



made with gwplotter

The gravitational-wave landscape



Linearly polarized plane wave

time

Geodesic deviation of test masses:
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�xi(t) ⇡ �xi(0) +
1

2
hij(t)�xj(0)

This is (heuristically) how LIGO (and LISA) work



Basics of pulsar timing arrays

neutron 
star

� � � � ��
�

��

��

��

��

���

time

Radio 
intensity

Earth

Pulse #

smooth ``timing model” 
(accounts for pulsar spin down, 
possible binary companion…)

Pulse time 
of arrival
(TOA)



t

Time residual Rp(t) = TOA - timing model(t) For each pulsar p:
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Rp(t)

32 M. Alam et al.

Figure 14. Summary of timing residuals and DM variations for PSR J1012+5307. Colored points indicate the receiver for
the observation: 820 MHz (Green) and 1.4 GHz (Dark blue). In the top panel, individual points are semi-transparent; darker
regions arise from the overlap of many points.

Figure 15. Summary of timing residuals and DM variations for PSR J1024�0719. Colored points indicate the receiver for
the observation: 820 MHz (Green) and 1.4 GHz (Dark blue). In the top panel, individual points are semi-transparent; darker
regions arise from the overlap of many points.

example: J1012+5307 (NANOGrav 12.5-year data)
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Figure 14. Summary of timing residuals and DM variations for PSR J1012+5307. Colored points indicate the receiver for
the observation: 820 MHz (Green) and 1.4 GHz (Dark blue). In the top panel, individual points are semi-transparent; darker
regions arise from the overlap of many points.

Figure 15. Summary of timing residuals and DM variations for PSR J1024�0719. Colored points indicate the receiver for
the observation: 820 MHz (Green) and 1.4 GHz (Dark blue). In the top panel, individual points are semi-transparent; darker
regions arise from the overlap of many points.

820 MHz     1.4 GHz



For each pulsar p:

unknown intrinsic 
pulsar noise
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Rp(t) = Np(t) +RGW
p (t)

GW-induced 
timing residual
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C. Concise derivation of the timing residuals from
GWs

A common derivation of the time-residual induced by
GWs consists of deriving expressions for a null geodesic
in the presence of gravitational plane-waves using Killing
vectors [2, 30, 31]. Here we provide a new and concise
derivation in the spirit of the first calculation by Ref. [1].
Our derivation has the advantage of not being limited
to a plane wave, but directly applies to a generic super-
position of waves, with no special symmetries hence no
Killing vector fields. Consider null geodesics in the met-
ric

ds
2 = �dt

2 + (�ab + hab)dx
a
dx

b
, (27)

where the GW strain hab(t, ~x) is symmetric, trace-free
and transverse (@a

hab = 0). Specifically, consider light
rays originating at a pulsar p (event P ) and received on
Earth (event E). We define d`

2 = �abdx
a
dx

b. The null
geodesic condition implies that

dt =
�
d`

2 + habdx
a
dx

b
�1/2

= d`

✓
1 + hab

dx
a

d`

dx
b

d`

◆1/2

= d`

✓
1 +

1

2
hab

dx
a

d`

dx
b

d`

◆
+ O(h2), (28)

where we have expanded to linear order in hab. At this
order, we only need to compute dx

a
/d` along unper-

turbed geodesics. For unperturbed geodesics traveling
along the direction �p̂ (so that the unit vector p̂ points
from Earth to the pulsar), we have dx

a
/d` = �p̂

a. Inte-
grating Eq. (28), we therefore get

tE � tP = `E � `P +
1

2
p̂
a
p̂
b

Z tE

tP

dt hab(t, ~x(t)), (29)

where we have substituted d` by dt in the integral, as
they are equal to zero-th order in hab, and ~x(t) is the
spatial position along the geodesic. Now, in this gauge
the pulsar and Earth (seen as test particles) stay at the
same spatial coordinates [32]. This implies (i) `E � `P

takes the same value with and without GWs and (ii)
the proper time measured at Earth is also the coordinate
time t. Therefore the last term in Eq. (29) is precisely
the sought-after GW-induced timing residual R

GW
p . As-

suming the Earth is at the origin of spatial coordinates,
we have

R
GW
p (t) =

1

2
p̂
a
p̂
b

Z t

t�Dp

dt
0
hab(t

0
, (t � t

0)p̂), (30)

where Dp is the distance (or time) between Earth and
the pulsar.

It is useful to recast this result in terms of the Fourier
transform of the strain. Inserting Eq. (1) into the time-

residual (30), we obtain

R
GW
p (t) =

1

2
p̂
a
p̂
b

Z
df

Z
d
2⌦̂ hab(f, ⌦̂)

⇥
Z t

t�Dp

dt
0 e2⇡if(t0�p̂·⌦̂(t�t0))

⌘
Z

df e2⇡ift
R

GW
p (f). (31)

Upon performing the time integral, we find the Fourier
transform of the GW-induced time residual R

GW
p (f):

R
GW
p (f) =

p̂
a
p̂
b

4⇡if

Z
d
2⌦̂

hab(f, ⌦̂)

(1 + ⌦̂ · p̂)

⇥
⇣
1 � e�2⇡ifDp(1+p̂·⌦̂)

⌘
. (32)

The first term in the parenthesis corresponds to the
“Earth term” and the second term to the “pulsar term”.

D. Time-residual correlations

We define the (one-sided) cross-power spectrum
RGW

pq (f) of the GW-induced time residuals at di↵erent
pulsars p, q as follows:

hRGW
p (f)R⇤GW

q (f 0)i =
�D(f 0 � f)

2
RGW

pq (f). (33)

Using Eq. (2), we find

RGW
pq (f) =

1

(4⇡f)2

Z
d
2⌦̂

4⇡

p̂
a
p̂
b
q̂
c
q̂
dPabcd(f, ⌦̂)

(1 + p̂ · ⌦̂)(1 + q̂ · ⌦̂)

⇥
⇣
1 � e�2⇡ifDp(1+p̂·⌦̂)

⌘⇣
1 � e2⇡ifDq(1+q̂·⌦̂)

⌘
.(34)

We can think of the pulsar-term contributions as taking
the harmonic transform of the integrand at multipole ` ⇠
2⇡fD (note that the numerator vanishes as ⌦̂ ! �p̂ and
⌦̂ ! �q̂ so the integrand is well behaved there). In
practice, we have D ⇠ kpc ⇠ 3 ⇥ 103 lightyears and
f ⇠1/yr, thus

2⇡fD ⇡ 2 ⇥ 104 D

kpc

f

yr�1
. (35)

Therefore, as long as angular fluctuations of the SGWB
on a scale ` & 104 are negligible, we may safely approxi-
mate the terms in parenthesis by
⇣
1 � e

�2⇡ifDp(1+p̂·⌦̂)
⌘⇣

1 � e
2⇡ifDq(1+q̂·⌦̂)

⌘
! (1 + �pq),

where the Kronecker delta accounts for the factor of two
if the two pulsars are identical, i.e. have the same location
on the sky and are at the same distance. See Ref. [33]
for an explicit proof of the validity of this approximation
for an isotropic SGWB, and [34] for an anisotropic one.

It will be useful in what follows to introduce some com-
pact notation to denote integrals over the sky. For any
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p̂ = direction of 
pulsar p

In Fourier space: 
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C. Concise derivation of the timing residuals from
GWs

A common derivation of the time-residual induced by
GWs consists of deriving expressions for a null geodesic
in the presence of gravitational plane-waves using Killing
vectors [2, 30, 31]. Here we provide a new and concise
derivation in the spirit of the first calculation by Ref. [1].
Our derivation has the advantage of not being limited
to a plane wave, but directly applies to a generic super-
position of waves, with no special symmetries hence no
Killing vector fields. Consider null geodesics in the met-
ric

ds
2 = �dt

2 + (�ab + hab)dx
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where the GW strain hab(t, ~x) is symmetric, trace-free
and transverse (@a

hab = 0). Specifically, consider light
rays originating at a pulsar p (event P ) and received on
Earth (event E). We define d`
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= d`

✓
1 +

1

2
hab

dx
a

d`

dx
b

d`

◆
+ O(h2), (28)

where we have expanded to linear order in hab. At this
order, we only need to compute dx

a
/d` along unper-

turbed geodesics. For unperturbed geodesics traveling
along the direction �p̂ (so that the unit vector p̂ points
from Earth to the pulsar), we have dx

a
/d` = �p̂

a. Inte-
grating Eq. (28), we therefore get

tE � tP = `E � `P +
1

2
p̂
a
p̂
b

Z tE

tP

dt hab(t, ~x(t)), (29)

where we have substituted d` by dt in the integral, as
they are equal to zero-th order in hab, and ~x(t) is the
spatial position along the geodesic. Now, in this gauge
the pulsar and Earth (seen as test particles) stay at the
same spatial coordinates [32]. This implies (i) `E � `P

takes the same value with and without GWs and (ii)
the proper time measured at Earth is also the coordinate
time t. Therefore the last term in Eq. (29) is precisely
the sought-after GW-induced timing residual R

GW
p . As-

suming the Earth is at the origin of spatial coordinates,
we have

R
GW
p (t) =

1

2
p̂
a
p̂
b

Z t

t�Dp

dt
0
hab(t

0
, (t � t

0)p̂), (30)

where Dp is the distance (or time) between Earth and
the pulsar.

It is useful to recast this result in terms of the Fourier
transform of the strain. Inserting Eq. (1) into the time-

residual (30), we obtain

R
GW
p (t) =

1

2
p̂
a
p̂
b

Z
df

Z
d
2⌦̂ hab(f, ⌦̂)

⇥
Z t

t�Dp

dt
0 e2⇡if(t0�p̂·⌦̂(t�t0))

⌘
Z

df e2⇡ift
R

GW
p (f). (31)

Upon performing the time integral, we find the Fourier
transform of the GW-induced time residual R

GW
p (f):

R
GW
p (f) =

p̂
a
p̂
b

4⇡if

Z
d
2⌦̂

hab(f, ⌦̂)

(1 + ⌦̂ · p̂)

⇥
⇣
1 � e�2⇡ifDp(1+p̂·⌦̂)

⌘
. (32)

The first term in the parenthesis corresponds to the
“Earth term” and the second term to the “pulsar term”.

D. Time-residual correlations

We define the (one-sided) cross-power spectrum
RGW

pq (f) of the GW-induced time residuals at di↵erent
pulsars p, q as follows:

hRGW
p (f)R⇤GW

q (f 0)i =
�D(f 0 � f)

2
RGW

pq (f). (33)

Using Eq. (2), we find

RGW
pq (f) =

1

(4⇡f)2

Z
d
2⌦̂

4⇡

p̂
a
p̂
b
q̂
c
q̂
dPabcd(f, ⌦̂)

(1 + p̂ · ⌦̂)(1 + q̂ · ⌦̂)

⇥
⇣
1 � e�2⇡ifDp(1+p̂·⌦̂)

⌘⇣
1 � e2⇡ifDq(1+q̂·⌦̂)

⌘
.(34)

We can think of the pulsar-term contributions as taking
the harmonic transform of the integrand at multipole ` ⇠
2⇡fD (note that the numerator vanishes as ⌦̂ ! �p̂ and
⌦̂ ! �q̂ so the integrand is well behaved there). In
practice, we have D ⇠ kpc ⇠ 3 ⇥ 103 lightyears and
f ⇠1/yr, thus

2⇡fD ⇡ 2 ⇥ 104 D

kpc

f

yr�1
. (35)

Therefore, as long as angular fluctuations of the SGWB
on a scale ` & 104 are negligible, we may safely approxi-
mate the terms in parenthesis by
⇣
1 � e

�2⇡ifDp(1+p̂·⌦̂)
⌘⇣

1 � e
2⇡ifDq(1+q̂·⌦̂)

⌘
! (1 + �pq),

where the Kronecker delta accounts for the factor of two
if the two pulsars are identical, i.e. have the same location
on the sky and are at the same distance. See Ref. [33]
for an explicit proof of the validity of this approximation
for an isotropic SGWB, and [34] for an anisotropic one.

It will be useful in what follows to introduce some com-
pact notation to denote integrals over the sky. For any
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⌦̂ = direction of 
GW propagation

The pulsar intrinsic noise is completely unknown (one cannot 
isolate pulsars in the lab!), but is uncorrelated between pulsars:
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hNpNqi =???⇥ �pq



characteristic GW strain 
Hellings & Downs function of 
θpq = angle between p and q

If GWs form a stochastic background, with isotropic energy flux: 
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hRGW
p (f)R⇤GW

q (f)i / h2
c(f)H(✓pq)

The only way to detect GWs through pulsar timing is 
through cross-correlations of different pulsars.

GWs also contribute to timing-residual auto-correlations, but these 
are completely degenerate with the unknown intrinsic noise of 

pulsars => auto-correlations can only be used to set upper limits.
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Figure 6. Bayesian amplitude posteriors in a model that
includes a common-spectrum process, and an o↵-diagonal
HD-correlated process where all auto-correlation terms are
set to zero (see main text of Sec. 4.3). The posteriors shown
here are marginalized with respect to each other. The infer-
ence run includes BayesEphem.

Figure 7. Bayesian reconstruction of inter-pulsar spatial
correlations, parametrized as a seven-node spline. Violin
plots show marginalized posteriors for node correlations,
with medians, 5% and 95% percentiles, and extreme val-
ues. The dashed blue line shows the HD ORF expected for
a GWB, while the dashed horizontal orange line shows the
expected inter-pulsar correlation signature for a monopole
systematic error, e.g. drifts in clock standards.

5. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

As described above, the 12.5-year data set o↵ers
strong evidence for a spatially uncorrelated common-
spectrum process across pulsars in the data set, but it
favors only slightly the interpretation of this process as
a GWB by way of HD inter-pulsar correlations. In this
section we test the robustness of the first statement, by
examining the contribution of each pulsar to the overall
Bayes factor; and we characterize the statistical signif-
icance of the second, by building virtual null distribu-
tions for the HD detection statistics. We expect that

studies of both kinds will be important to establishing
confidence in future detection claims.

5.1. Characterizing the evidence for a
common-spectrum process across the PTA

Under a model that includes a noise-like process of
common spectrum across all pulsars without inter-pulsar
correlations, and in the absence of other physical e↵ects
linking observations across pulsars (such as ephemeris
corrections), the PTA likelihood factorizes into individ-
ual pulsar terms:

p({dj}N |{~✓j}N , ACP) =
NY

j=1

p(dj |~✓j , ACP), (4)

where dj and ~✓j denote the data set and the intrinsic
noise parameters for each pulsar j, and where ACP de-
notes the amplitude of the common-spectrum process.

Equation (4) suggests a trivially parallel approach to
estimating the ACP posterior: we performed indepen-
dent inference runs for each pulsar, sampling timing-
model parameters, pulsar-intrinsic white-noise param-
eters, pulsar-intrinsic red-noise parameters, as well as
ACP. We adopted DE438 (without corrections) as the
solar-system ephemeris, and we set log-uniform priors
for all red-process amplitudes, as described in Table 5.
We then obtained p(ACP|{dj}N ) by multiplying the in-
dividual p(ACP|dj) posteriors (as represented, e.g., by
kernel density estimators), while correcting for the du-
plication of the prior p(ACP).

As shown in Figure 8, the resulting posterior matches
the analysis of Sec. 4, while sampling very low ACP

values more accurately. We can then evaluate the
pall(CP)/pall(no CP) Bayes factor in the Savage–Dickey
approximation (see Dickey 1971b), obtaining a value
⇠ 65, 000, or log10 Bayes factor ⇠ 4.8, which is broadly
consistent with the transdimensional sampling estimates
reported in Table 2. The agreement of the two distribu-
tions in Figure 8 validates the approximation of fixing
pulsar-intrinsic white-noise hyperparameters in the full-
PTA analysis, which we accepted for the sake of sam-
pling e�ciency.

In a dropout analysis (Aggarwal et al. 2019; Vigeland
et al. in prep), we perform inference on the joint PTA
data set, but introduce a binary indicator parameter
for each pulsar that can turn o↵ the common-spectrum
process term in the likelihood of its data. These indica-
tors are sampled in Monte Carlo fashion with all other
parameters. The dropout factor (the number of “on”
samples divided by “o↵” samples for a pulsar) quantifies
the support o↵ered by each pulsar to the common-signal
hypothesis.

NANOGrav 12.5-year results

log10[characteristic amplitude at f = 1/year]

``common noise” among all pulsars

Upper limit: hc(f = 1/yr) ≾ 3e-15 
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2-A- GWs induced at second-order by 
small-scale density perturbations

Consider metric perturbation
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hµ⌫ = ✏ h(1)
µ⌫ + ✏2 h(2)

µ⌫

ε: bookeeping parameter 

Suppose that the first-order perturbations are pure scalars:
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hTT(1)
ij = 0

Expand the (non-linear) Einstein field equations to second-order
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h
TT(2)
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dh
TT(2)
ij

d⌘
= Sij

wave equation effect of cosmological 
expansion
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A very simple estimate

• Just after horizon entry
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hc ⇠ �2 ⇠ ⇣2

• GWs have energy density 
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⇢GW / (ḣc)
2 ⇠ !2h2

c

• GW frequencies decay as 
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! / 1/a ) ⇢GW / a�2h2
c

• GWs behaves like radiation in the absence of sources =>   
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⇢GW / a�4 ) hc / 1/a
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) hc(k; a) ⇠ ⇣2(k)(aentry/a)

• For horizon entry (when k = a H) during radiation domination:
<latexit sha1_base64="fqNIiHM8nSEIXX2zGGnr5Yhe8Vg=">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</latexit>

aentry ⇠ 10�3 0.01 Mpc�1

k
⇠ 10�11 pc

�1

k



<latexit sha1_base64="AQ5F+1ayNSPACptcKkQuTl9MT6s=">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</latexit>

hc(k, a = 1) ⇠ 10�11 pc
�1

k
⇣2(k)

PTAs constrain hc ≾ 3e-15 at frequencies of ~1/yr,  i.e. k~1/pc.
<latexit sha1_base64="of19vigjsiBIc9KhakoG5lU1kkI=">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</latexit>

) ⇣(k ⇠ pc�1) . 10�2
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should be very close to detecting a stochastic gravitational wave background even if only one of the

compact objects which LIGO has detected was a PBH, for example the secondary mass object in

the recently detected event which falls into the mass gap between neutron stars and astrophysical

black holes [83]. It seems plausible that the associated stochastic background could be detectable

with current PTA data if a dedicated search was made by using specific GW templates generated

by power spectra that cause LIGO mass PBHs to form.
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FIG. 5. Plot of the constraints on the power spectrum amplitude from PBH, PTA, and µ-distortion sources,

as well as the measured one and three-sigma constraints from the CMB. The constraints for � = 0.3 (which

are tighter for the PBH constraints, and narrower for the other constraints) are shown in red, and the

constraints for � = 1 are shown in blue. The PBH, PTA, and µ-distortion constraints are shown with solid,

long-dashed, and short-dashed lines respectively.

The cosmic µ–distortion places an upper limit on the maximum PBH mass which can be gener-

ated by the collapse of large amplitude perturbations shortly after horizon reentry. The maximum

mass decreases as the power spectrum width � increases, but even for a narrow peak with � = 0.3

the initial PBH mass cannot be much greater than 104 M�, which is much smaller than the super-

massive BHs seen in the centre of most galaxies even at high redshift, with masses 106–109 M�,

whose origin remains a mystery. However, such large PBHs could still act as a seed to the SMBHs
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Gow, Byrnes, Cole and Young [2008.03289]
(see references therein for detailed calculations)

=> Currently PTA limits are just consistent with primordial 
fluctuations required to form PBHs. Future extended PTAs (e.g. 
built from SKA pulsars) should probe much lower amplitudes



2-B- Formation of PBH binaries in the 
late Universe (Bird et al. 2016)

Suppose 2 (equal) masses M approach each other on a nearly 
parabolic trajectory, with impact parameter b, relative velocity v.

At periapsis 

<latexit sha1_base64="AhnbIJexc6xp8jeE4em4m+fGpbM=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgupCRF0Y1QdONGqGAf0MQwmU7aoZNkmJkUS8hvuPFX3LhQxKWu/BunaRbaeocLh3PO5c49PmdUKsv6NhYWl5ZXVktr5fWNza1tc2e3JeNEYNLEMYtFx0eSMBqRpqKKkQ4XBIU+I21/eDXR2yMiJI2jOzXmxA1RP6IBxUhpyjMt4XE40n0BfTg6hk7+NHFfgw7iXMQP0AkEwulNlmpv5pkVq2rlBeeBXYAKKKrhmZ9OL8ZJSCKFGZKya1tcuSkSimJGsrKTSMIRHqI+6WoYoZBIN80vy+ChZnowiIXuSMGc/T2RolDKcehrZ4jUQM5qE/I/rZuo4NxNacQTRSI8XRQkDKoYTmKCPSoIVmysAcKC6r9CPEA6B6XDLOsQ7NmT50GrVrVPq9btSaV+WcRRAvvgABwBG5yBOrgGDdAEGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz6m1gWjmNkDf8r4+gGq857r</latexit>

rpvp = bv, v2p ⇡ M

rp

<latexit sha1_base64="e9wZviRqB/FYAPLRuWo6wBkK+UY=">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</latexit>

) rp ⇡ (bv)2

M
, vp ⇡ M

bv

Timescale of passage at periapsis: 

<latexit sha1_base64="hZNQsYyKaXM4G1ZXLoAo/OCKx74=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1U5Kq6LLoxo1QwT6gScNkOmmHTpJhZlIoId/hxl9x40IRd+LGv3HaZlFbD9zL4Zx7mbnH54xKZVk/xsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dvHhw2ZZwITBo4ZrFo+0gSRiPSUFQx0uaCoNBnpOUPbyd+a0SEpHH0qMacuCHqRzSgGCkteaatPA4dSUPoBALhVHg8S0e6zYtlH47OuudZet+tZp5ZsirWFHCZ2DkpgRx1z/xyejFOQhIpzJCUHdviyk2RUBQzkhWdRBKO8BD1SUfTCIVEuun0tAyeaqUHg1joihScqvMbKQqlHIe+ngyRGshFbyL+53USFVy7KY14okiEZw8FCYMqhpOcYI8KghUba4KwoPqvEA+QTkPpNIs6BHvx5GXSrFbsy4r1cFGq3eRxFMAxOAFlYIMrUAN3oA4aAIMn8ALewLvxbLwaH8bnbHTFyHeOwB8Y37/PyKCz</latexit>

tp ⇠ rp
vp

⇠ (bv)3

M2

Mass quadrupole moment: 
<latexit sha1_base64="OKSd9QTOW0rBUdJYcr8ktK1WMro=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkpSFD0WvXgRWrAf0Maw2W7apZtN2N0INfSXePGgiFd/ijf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHCmdKO820V1tY3NreK26Wd3b39sn1w2FZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtKWZ5rSbSIqjgNNOML6Z+Z1HKhWLxb2eJNSL8FCwkBGsjeTb5SbqKxahOyT95KGGfLviVJ050Cpxc1KBHA3f/uoPYpJGVGjCsVI910m0l2GpGeF0WuqniiaYjPGQ9gwVOKLKy+aHT9GpUQYojKUpodFc/T2R4UipSRSYzgjrkVr2ZuJ/Xi/V4ZWXMZGkmgqyWBSmHOkYzVJAAyYp0XxiCCaSmVsRGWGJiTZZlUwI7vLLq6Rdq7oXVad5Xqlf53EU4RhO4AxcuIQ63EIDWkAghWd4hTfryXqx3q2PRWvBymeO4A+szx/AcpHZ</latexit>

Q ⇠ Mr2p

Energy lost to GW radiation:

<latexit sha1_base64="27hyOAjoO3DRkM/tKqM9zd2TM98=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0XQTUmKojuLD3QjtGCt0LRlMpnYoTNJmLkplJDPceOvuBFRpFu/xOlj4evAhcM593LvPV4suAbbHlm5ufmFxaX8cmFldW19o7i5daejRFHWoJGI1L1HNBM8ZA3gINh9rBiRnmBNr38+9psDpjSPwlsYxqwtyUPIA04JGKlbPHUvmACCLzupqyS+ambY1Vxi7Pq+H0FazzoVDN14qrqBIjS96Zxk6b43OOgcZ91iyS7bE+C/xJmREpqh1i2+un5EE8lCoIJo3XLsGNopUcCpYFnBTTSLCe2TB9YyNCSS6XY6eTTDe0bxcRApUyHgifp9IiVS66H0TKck0NO/vbH4n9dKIDhppzyME2AhnS4KEoEhwuPUsM8VoyCGhhCquLkV0x4xYYDJtmBCcH6//JfcVcrOUdmuH5aqZ7M48mgH7aJ95KBjVEXXqIYaiKJH9Ize0Lv1ZL1YH9Zo2pqzZjPb6Aeszy/O1KU5</latexit>

�EGW ⇠
...
Q

2
tp ⇠ M8

(bv)7
<latexit sha1_base64="/Tct6Nj38JnAisQbxCfX66tWw0s=">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</latexit>

�EGW & Mv2 i.e. b . M

v9/7
=> masses become bound if



    Quinlan & Shapiro 1989

� =
1

2

Z
dV h�vi

✓
⇢

M•

◆2

⇠ GMh

c2
G⇢h
c

(vh/c)
�11/7

• Merger rate per halo of mass Mh, density ρh

• ρh ~200 × (mean density at redshift of halo collapse), 
• approximate dnh/dMh by Press-Schechter mass function

=> Cross-section for capture through GW radiation:
<latexit sha1_base64="nePiHfYpB8ISEumi/kJJTTdHfTQ=">AAACFnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2AR6qJ1pijtRii6cSNUsBfoTEsmTdvQZGZIMsUyzFO48VXcuFDErbjzbUwvC209EPj4/3M4Ob8XMiqVZX0bqZXVtfWN9GZma3tnd8/cP6jLIBKY1HDAAtH0kCSM+qSmqGKkGQqCuMdIwxteT/zGiAhJA/9ejUPictT3aY9ipLTUMfOOpH2OcqNTeAmdkEKvEzscPSTtItQWh7caRu04b5fPSknHzFoFa1pwGew5ZMG8qh3zy+kGOOLEV5ghKVu2FSo3RkJRzEiScSJJQoSHqE9aGn3EiXTj6VkJPNFKF/YCoZ+v4FT9PREjLuWYe7qTIzWQi95E/M9rRapXdmPqh5EiPp4t6kUMqgBOMoJdKghWbKwBYUH1XyEeIIGw0klmdAj24snLUC8W7IuCdXeerVzN40iDI3AMcsAGJVABN6AKagCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx6w1ZcxnDsGfMj5/AHwVnQw=</latexit>

�(v) = ⇡b2max ⇠ M2v�18/7

• Total merger rate per unit volume: R =

Z
dMh

dnh

dMh
�(Mh)

Integral diverges at Mh —> 0, but small halos ``evaporate” within a 
Hubble time through 2-body relaxation (e.g. Binney & Tremaine)
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Bird et al. 2016
YAH, Kovetz & Kamionkowski 2017

Accounting for Poisson 
fluctuations

Assuming standard CDM 
power spectrum

<latexit sha1_base64="GG/I9rCh8PciisoEiUN8xDg7Rv4=">AAACIHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ3lhkf1GXRhS6r2Ad0asmkaRuazAzJHbEM45+48VfcuFBEd/o1Ztoi2nogcDjnXm7O8ULBNdj2pzUzOze/sJhZyi6vrK6t5zY2qzqIFGUVGohA1T2imeA+qwAHweqhYkR6gtW8/lnq126Z0jzwr2EQsqYkXZ93OCVgpFau6EoCPUpEfJVgV3OJnXvsArsDJePzkCY38f5h8qMMVCo4CW7l8nbBHgJPE2dM8miMciv34bYDGknmAxVE64Zjh9CMiQJOBUuybqRZSGifdFnDUJ9IppvxMGCCd43Sxp1AmecDHqq/N2IitR5Iz0ymcfSkl4r/eY0IOifNmPthBMyno0OdSGAIcNoWbnPFKIiBIYQqbv6KaY8oQsF0mjUlOJORp0n1oOAcF+zLo3zpdFxHBm2jHbSHHFREJXSByqiCKHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr2PRmes8c4W+gPr6xtIeqOo</latexit>

R ⇠ 1 Gpc�3yr�1

In either case, one find, for ~30 Msun PBHs making all of the DM

Somewhat lower than (but consistent 
with) merger rate inferred from LIGO 



• On small scales PBHs are initially Poisson distributed  
[Ali-Haïmoud 2018, Ballesteros et al. 2018, Desjacques & Riotto 2018]

• PBHs pairs born close enough decouple 
from Hubble flow deep in the radiation era. 

2-C- Formation of PBH binaries in the 
early Universe (Nakamura et al. 1997)

A: semi-major axis at decoupling

Scale factor of decoupling adec is such that
<latexit sha1_base64="BeP0i4aL9k0fdjib5ju/sFEnB4M=">AAACBHicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7VMMxgEq7ArijZC1MYygrlAsiyzs5NkyFyWmVkhLFvY+Co2ForY+hB2vo2TZAtN/GHg4z/ncOb8UcKoNp737Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu77t5+S8tUYdLEkknViZAmjArSNNQw0kkUQTxipB2Nbib19gNRmkpxb8YJCTgaCNqnGBlrhW7lCl5CFGY9xWFMcA47M8aS56Fb9WreVHAR/AKqoFAjdL96scQpJ8JghrTu+l5iggwpQzEjebmXapIgPEID0rUoECc6yKZH5PDIOjHsS2WfMHDq/p7IENd6zCPbyZEZ6vnaxPyv1k1N/yLIqEhSQwSeLeqnDBoJJ4nAmCqCDRtbQFhR+1eIh0ghbGxuZRuCP3/yIrROav5Zzbs7rdavizhKoAIOwTHwwTmog1vQAE2AwSN4Bq/gzXlyXpx352PWuuQUMwfgj5zPHxzolyM=</latexit>

A = adecXcom

<latexit sha1_base64="GiBHgLParT2AYZzh/YnyehWnX7I=">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</latexit>

) A ⇠
4⇡⇢0�
3M

X4
com

<latexit sha1_base64="Wg3rlfn4UA9xr8dKMWZ+dAmAP6M=">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</latexit>

M ⇠ 4⇡

3
⇢�(adec)A

3
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•   Once a pair decouples from the Hubble flow, it falls almost head-on

•   It acquires some non-zero angular momentum dues to torquing by  
neighboring PBHs and large-scale tidal field
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• Given P(A) and P(e) can compute P(tmerge) thus merger rate.
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M/M� R90% [Gpc�3 yr�1]

10 330

20 77

40 15

100 2

200 5

300 20

TABLE I. Estimated 90% upper limits on the merger rate of
equal-mass binary black holes from the LIGO O1 run. The
limits for M/M� = 10, 20 and 40 are inferred from Refs. [75,
76], and those for M/M� = 100, 200 and 300 are taken from
Ref. [74] for non-spinning black holes.

V. POTENTIAL LIMITS FROM EXISTING
LIGO OBSERVATIONS

We now estimate upper limits on the volumetric
merger rate of binary black holes set by LIGO O1, and
how such limits would translate on the PBH abundance
provided the merger rate is that computed in Section II.

In Ref. [74], the LIGO collaboration provides 90% up-
per limits to the merger rate of intermediate-mass black
holes, with individual masses up to 300 M�. These limits
depend on the spins of the black holes, in particular on
their projection along the orbital angular momentum: in
the case of 100� 100 M� binary, the upper bound varies
by a factor ⇠ 4 between the nearly aligned and nearly
anti-aligned cases. Since Ref. [74] does not provide up-
per limits for non-zero spins for M/M� = 200 and 300,
we shall use their zero-spin bounds for all cases, keeping
in mind that they are only accurate up to a factor of a
few.

For M = 10, 20, 40 M�, we estimate the 90 % upper
limit on the merger rate from R90% = � ln(0.1)/hV T i

[74], where hV T i is the average space-time volume to
which the LIGO search is sensitive, and is obtained from
integrating Fig. 7 of Ref. [75]. We anticipate that LIGO
also strongly constrains masses M  10 M�, and defer
this detailed analysis to the LIGO collaboration, updat-
ing that carried out in Ref. [40] with the S2 run. We
summarize our estimated limits in Table I.

We show these limits in Fig. 6, alongside the PBH bi-
nary merger rate if they make all of the dark matter, and
if PBH binaries are not significantly perturbed between
formation and merger. We see that the latter largely
exceeds the estimated upper limits, by 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude, depending on the mass. This indicates that
LIGO could rule out PBHs as the dominant dark mat-
ter component, and set stringent upper limits to their
abundance.

To estimate these potential limits, we solve for the
maximum PBH fraction for which the merger rate is be-
low the LIGO upper limits. Note, that the merger rate is
not linear in f , nor a simple power law through all range
of f , so these limits must be computed numerically. We
show the result in Fig. 7, alongside other existing bounds
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FIG. 6. Merger rate of PBH binaries if they make up all of
the dark matter, and provided PBH binaries are not signifi-
cantly perturbed between formation and merger (solid line).
Superimposed are the upper limits from LIGO given in Table
I and described in the main text.
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FIG. 7. Potential upper bounds on the fraction of dark matter
in PBHs as a function of their mass, derived in this paper (red
arrows), and assuming a narrow PBH mass function. These
bounds need to be confirmed by numerical simulations. For
comparison we also show the microlensing limits from the
EROS [21] (purple) and MACHO [20] (blue) collaborations
(see Ref. [77] for caveats and Ref. [32] for a discussion of
uncertainties), limits from wide Galactic binaries [22], ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies [25], and CMB anisotropies [24].

in that mass range. We see that LIGO O1 may limit
PBHs to be no more than a percent of the dark mat-
ter for M ⇠ 10 � 300 M�. If confirmed with numerical
computations, these would become the strongest existing
bounds in that mass range.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

NSTT [39] pointed out long ago that PBHs would
form binaries in the early Universe, as a consequence of
the chance proximity of PBH pairs, and estimated their
merger rate at the present time. Following the first de-
tection of a binary-black-hole merger [5], Sasaki et al. [9]

If PBH binaries are undisturbed between formation and merger 
(in particular if they do not get significantly torqued), merger rate 
today >> LIGO bounds if PBHs make all of the DM.

merger rate for fpbh = 100%

LIGO merger rate upper 
limits (as of 2017)

Ali-Haïmoud, Kovetz & 
Kamionkowski 2017
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holes, with individual masses up to 300 M�. These limits
depend on the spins of the black holes, in particular on
their projection along the orbital angular momentum: in
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by a factor ⇠ 4 between the nearly aligned and nearly
anti-aligned cases. Since Ref. [74] does not provide up-
per limits for non-zero spins for M/M� = 200 and 300,
we shall use their zero-spin bounds for all cases, keeping
in mind that they are only accurate up to a factor of a
few.
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[74], where hV T i is the average space-time volume to
which the LIGO search is sensitive, and is obtained from
integrating Fig. 7 of Ref. [75]. We anticipate that LIGO
also strongly constrains masses M  10 M�, and defer
this detailed analysis to the LIGO collaboration, updat-
ing that carried out in Ref. [40] with the S2 run. We
summarize our estimated limits in Table I.

We show these limits in Fig. 6, alongside the PBH bi-
nary merger rate if they make all of the dark matter, and
if PBH binaries are not significantly perturbed between
formation and merger. We see that the latter largely
exceeds the estimated upper limits, by 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude, depending on the mass. This indicates that
LIGO could rule out PBHs as the dominant dark mat-
ter component, and set stringent upper limits to their
abundance.

To estimate these potential limits, we solve for the
maximum PBH fraction for which the merger rate is be-
low the LIGO upper limits. Note, that the merger rate is
not linear in f , nor a simple power law through all range
of f , so these limits must be computed numerically. We
show the result in Fig. 7, alongside other existing bounds
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FIG. 6. Merger rate of PBH binaries if they make up all of
the dark matter, and provided PBH binaries are not signifi-
cantly perturbed between formation and merger (solid line).
Superimposed are the upper limits from LIGO given in Table
I and described in the main text.
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FIG. 7. Potential upper bounds on the fraction of dark matter
in PBHs as a function of their mass, derived in this paper (red
arrows), and assuming a narrow PBH mass function. These
bounds need to be confirmed by numerical simulations. For
comparison we also show the microlensing limits from the
EROS [21] (purple) and MACHO [20] (blue) collaborations
(see Ref. [77] for caveats and Ref. [32] for a discussion of
uncertainties), limits from wide Galactic binaries [22], ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies [25], and CMB anisotropies [24].

in that mass range. We see that LIGO O1 may limit
PBHs to be no more than a percent of the dark mat-
ter for M ⇠ 10 � 300 M�. If confirmed with numerical
computations, these would become the strongest existing
bounds in that mass range.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

NSTT [39] pointed out long ago that PBHs would
form binaries in the early Universe, as a consequence of
the chance proximity of PBH pairs, and estimated their
merger rate at the present time. Following the first de-
tection of a binary-black-hole merger [5], Sasaki et al. [9]

If PBH binaries are undisturbed between formation and merger, 
then LIGO sets very stringent constraints on PBH abundance 

Ali-Haïmoud, Kovetz & 
Kamionkowski 2017
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FIG. 2. Characteristic rescaled initial comoving separation
X ⌘ (x/x)3 for PBH binaries that merge at the present time,
as a function of the fraction of dark matter in PBHs. The
curves are labeled by the PBH mass in units of M�. We see
that X⇤ ⌧ 1, indicating that PBH binaries merging today
are rare pairs with initial separation much smaller than the
characteristic inter-PBH separation. Here and in subsequent
figures, the change of slope at f ⇡ �eq ⇡ 0.005 is due to the
change in the dominant tidal torque, from large-scale density
perturbations at f . �eq to other PBHs at f & �eq.

Solving for X⇤, we obtain that the most probable value
of X for binaries merging today is

X⇤ ⇡ 0.032 f m
5/37(f2 + �

2
eq)

�21/74
. (30)

We show X⇤ in Fig. 2. We see that for all PBH masses
and fractions of interest, X⇤ ⌧ 1, indicating that PBH
binaries merging today are rare pairs with initial sepa-
ration much smaller than the characteristic inter-PBH
separation. This justifies our approximation to treat the
e↵ect of other PBHs as a perturbation on the nearly iso-
lated binary.

From our results in Sec. II B, the characteristic redshift
at which PBH binaries decouple from the Hubble flow is
z⇤ ⇡ 3zeq/(X⇤/f), which we show in Fig. 3. We find that
all binaries merging today typically form prior to matter-
radiation equality, and increasingly early for f & �eq.
The characteristic semi-major axis a⇤ is then obtained
from Eq. (11), and the characteristic angular momentum
j⇤ is simply j(t0, X⇤) =

p
2jX⇤, i.e., using Eq. (22),

j⇤ ⇡
1

p
2
(�2

eq + f
2)1/2(X⇤/f)

⇡ 0.023 m
5/37(�2

eq + f
2)8/37. (31)

We show the characteristic initial orbital parameters in
Fig. 4.

E. Merger rate

We now have all the required ingredients to compute
the merger rate. First of all, since the typical formation
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FIG. 3. Characteristic decoupling redshift of PBH binaries
merging at the present time, as a function of the fraction of
dark matter in PBHs. We see that PBH binaries typically
form around matter-radiation equality for fpbh . 0.01, and
much earlier for larger PBH fractions.

time is prior to matter radiation equality, the time of
merger (i.e. the value of coordinate time since the Big
Bang) is approximately the time it takes to merge, for
binaries merging today. The probability distribution of
the time of merger is therefore

dP

dt
=

Z
dX

d
2
P

dXdt
=

1

7t

Z
dXe�X

P(�X). (32)

Since the integrand peaks at X⇤ ⌧ 1, we may set e�X =
1, and compute the integral analytically. Using �X /

X
�37/21, and �X⇤ =

p
2, we find

Z
dXP(�X) =

21

37

X⇤
p

2

Z
d�(�/

p
2)�58/37

P(�)

⇡ 0.59 X⇤. (33)

The merger rate per unit volume at the present time t0

is then obtained from

dNmerge

dtdV
=

1

2
f

⇢
0
m

M

dP

dt

���
t0

⇡ 0.042 X⇤
f⇢

0
m

Mt0
, (34)

where ⇢
0
m is the matter density at the present time, and

the factor 1/2 avoids double-counting of pairs .
We show the merger rate as a function of f in Fig. 5.

It scales as m
�32/37

⇡ m
�0.86. For f � �eq, it scales as

f
53/37

⇡ f
1.41, and for f ⌧ �eq it scales as f

2. Note that
this contrasts with the results of Ref. [9], which did not
account for torques by adiabatic density perturbations
(i.e. assumed �eq = 0). In their case, the merger rate
changes from / f

53/37 to / f
3 at f . 10�3, as PBH

binaries typically form after matter-radiation equality in
that case.

The next section is dedicated to check the most impor-
tant assumption underlying this rate estimate, namely
that between formation and merger, PBH binaries are
mostly una↵ected by their environment.
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FIG. 4. Characteristic initial orbital elements (semi-major
axis a and reduced angular momentum j =

p
1� e2) of PBH

binaries merging at the present time.
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FIG. 5. PBH binary merger rate, as a function of PBH frac-
tion fpbh and mass m = M/M�.

III. BINARY EVOLUTION BETWEEN
FORMATION AND MERGER

The goal of this section is to estimate the e↵ect of
interactions with the overall tidal field, other PBHs and
baryons after the binary has formed, once it is part of
non-linear structures.

A. Purely gravitational interactions

We begin by considering purely gravitational inter-
actions of PBH binaries with dark matter, whether in
the form of PBHs or otherwise. Before we start, let
us point out that if PBHs do not make all of the dark
matter, one must make assumptions about the rest of
it. Given that the scales currently probed by CMB
anisotropy and large-scale-structure measurements are
significantly larger than the scales of interest here, all
bets are open regarding the appropriate model. For in-
stance, the dark matter could be cold enough that its free
streaming length is below current limts from Ly-↵ forest
data [46], yet be e↵ectively warm on a scale containing a
few PBHs. Similarly, the dark matter could be an ultra-
light axion-like particle, massive enough to evade existing
constraints [1], yet light enough to have strong wavelike
e↵ects on the scales of interest. For definiteness, we shall
assume that the rest of the dark matter is made of cold,
collisionless particles with masses ⌧ M . In addition to
being the simplest scenario, it is also that where the dark
matter is expected to cluster the most, hence have the
largest gravitational e↵ects on PBH binaries. Making
this assumption is therefore conservative.

1. Characteristic properties of early halos

Consider a spherical region enclosing on average a total
mass Mh. The number N of PBHs it contains is Pois-
son distributed with mean hNi = fMh/M and variance
h(�N)2i = hNi. For hNi � 1, the distribution of per-
turbations on that mass scale is nearly Gaussian, with
variance at equality

�
2(Mh; eq) ⇡ �

2
eq +

f
2

hNi
= �

2
eq + f

M

Mh
. (35)

During the matter era, perturbations grow linearly with
the scale factor, �(Mh, s) ⇡ s �(Mh; eq). Perturbations
of mass scale Mh typically collapse when �(Mh, s) ⇡ 1,
i.e. at scale factor

scoll(Mh) ⇡
�
�
2
eq + fM/Mh

��1/2
. (36)

As a sanity check, with our assumed �eq = 0.005, we
find that the first small-scale structures form at z ⇠ 20
if f = 0, consistent with current estimates.

Once a perturbation collapses and virializes into a halo,
we assume its characteristic density ⇢h is ⇠ 200 times the
mean density at the time of collapse:

⇢h ⇡ 200 ⇢m(scoll). (37)

The variance of the relative velocity of two point masses
in the halo is typically

v
2
h ⇡ 2

✓
4⇡⇢h

3
M

2
h

◆1/3

. (38)

PBH binaries typically start with a very small angular momentum. 

Since tmerge~ j7, even small torques could change j by factors 
of a few, and tmerge (hence merger rate) by a lot!

In YAH, Kovetz & Kamionkowski 2017, we estimated 
analytically that PBH binaries should not be significantly  
torqued during subsequent structure formation. 

To be confirmed by simulations!



Two aspects to this problem
1- the ``microphysics”: what are the cross sections for 

different outcomes for 3-body interactions ?

2

LIGO/Virgo rates.
In this paper, we show that this conclusion is with high

likelihood incorrect, we believe that QCD formed PBHs
may very well constitute all of the dark matter. The
findings of this paper, should stimulate intense research
on a numerically di!cult problem. Limits imposed from
the coalescing rate rely on the correctness of the PBH
binary semi-major and eccentricity distribution. The ini-
tial distribution has been first calculated in [49, 50] sub-
sequently re-calculated by several authors [43, 45, 46],
and its subsequent evolution has been deemed to be too
unimportant [40, 44–48] to circumvent LIGO/Virgo con-
straints. We will show that this distribution, in fact,
dramatically evolves between the first formation of bina-
ries and the present day, allowing for consistency with
current data.
PBH dark matter has the characteristics of perfect cold

dark matter on large scales, however, there are two im-
portant di"erences when compared to particle cold dark
matter. First, PBH dark matter is formed infinitely cold
as any peculiar motions of density fluctuations should
have inflated away during inflation. When binaries then
form from such initial conditions, the distribution func-
tion P (a, e) of binary semi-major axis a and eccentricity
e is highly peaked at e ! 1, reflecting very radial or-
bits. The binary coalescence time, due to the emission of
gravitational waves is given by

tgw =
3

170

1

(GMbh)3
a4
!

1" e2
"7/2

(1)

and becomes very short when e approaches unity. Any
perturbation of the binary would be expected to typi-
cally lower e, to get to a more equilibrated, unpeaked
steady state in P (a, e). This in turn drastically increases
tgw [46, 47, 51, 52]. We will show that simple three-body
interactions between the two binary members and a third
PBH indeed have this e"ect.
The second di"erence to particle dark matter pertains

to the granularity of PBH dark matter. As individ-
ual dark matter particles are fairly massive, PBH dark
matter has an additional isocurvature density fluctuation
component on small scales simply due to small-number
statistics and the associated Poisson noise, i.e the fluc-
tuations of the number of PBHs in a given volume con-
taining N PBHs on average, is !(N) = #N/N = 1/

#
N .

Those isocurvature fluctuations lead to the early forma-
tion of PBH clusters at redshifts as high as $ 1000.
These clusters have been observed in numerical simula-
tions, with the smallest clusters observed in [46] and a
full range of clusters observed in [53]. Contrary to prior
claims [54, 55] the PBH isocurvature fluctuations have
been confirmed to be Poissonian [56, 57].
Following [53] the growth factor of isocurvature per-

turbations is given by

D(a) !
#

1 +
3

2

a

aeq

$

, (2)

where a is scale factor and eq denotes matter-radiation
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FIG. 1. An example of a scattering event. Shown are the
distances between the three PBHs participating in the scat-
tering event, R12 (pink), the initial binary, R13 (green), dis-
tance between one member of the binary and the perturber,
and R23 (yellow), distance between the other member and
the perturber. Initial binary properties: a = 8.1 ! 10!5pc,
e = 0.999969, tgw = 4.48! 10!2Gyr. Final binary properties:
a = 7.59!10!5pc, e = 0.90, tgw = 5.0!1010Gyr. The impact
parameter is b = 7.1! 10!5pc.
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FIG. 2. The orbits of the three PBHs in the scattering event
shown in Fig.1, in a particular plane in the initial binary CM
frame. It is seen that the interaction is very complex.

equality. Assuming a spherical top hat collapse model,
we may require D(a)!(N) ! 1.68 to determine the col-
lapse redshift acoll. In this model the final cluster density
is given by "cl ! 178%"DM &(acoll) where %"DM & is the av-
erage dark matter density. These relations allow us to
determine the PBH number density in clusters

ncl ! 1.6' 105
1

pc3

#

Mpbh

M!

$"1

N"3/2
cl (3)
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2- the ``macrophysics”: what are the properties of the first 
structures forming in a CDM + PBH universe?
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• Depends on whether early-Universe PBH 
binaries are disturbed during formation of the 
first structures. To be checked numerically.

• LIGO could potentially place very 
stringent limits on the PBH abundance 
between ~1 and ~103 solar masses. 
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M/M� R90% [Gpc�3 yr�1]

10 330

20 77

40 15

100 2

200 5

300 20

TABLE I. Estimated 90% upper limits on the merger rate of
equal-mass binary black holes from the LIGO O1 run. The
limits for M/M� = 10, 20 and 40 are inferred from Refs. [75,
76], and those for M/M� = 100, 200 and 300 are taken from
Ref. [74] for non-spinning black holes.

V. POTENTIAL LIMITS FROM EXISTING
LIGO OBSERVATIONS

We now estimate upper limits on the volumetric
merger rate of binary black holes set by LIGO O1, and
how such limits would translate on the PBH abundance
provided the merger rate is that computed in Section II.

In Ref. [74], the LIGO collaboration provides 90% up-
per limits to the merger rate of intermediate-mass black
holes, with individual masses up to 300 M�. These limits
depend on the spins of the black holes, in particular on
their projection along the orbital angular momentum: in
the case of 100� 100 M� binary, the upper bound varies
by a factor ⇠ 4 between the nearly aligned and nearly
anti-aligned cases. Since Ref. [74] does not provide up-
per limits for non-zero spins for M/M� = 200 and 300,
we shall use their zero-spin bounds for all cases, keeping
in mind that they are only accurate up to a factor of a
few.

For M = 10, 20, 40 M�, we estimate the 90 % upper
limit on the merger rate from R90% = � ln(0.1)/hV T i

[74], where hV T i is the average space-time volume to
which the LIGO search is sensitive, and is obtained from
integrating Fig. 7 of Ref. [75]. We anticipate that LIGO
also strongly constrains masses M  10 M�, and defer
this detailed analysis to the LIGO collaboration, updat-
ing that carried out in Ref. [40] with the S2 run. We
summarize our estimated limits in Table I.

We show these limits in Fig. 6, alongside the PBH bi-
nary merger rate if they make all of the dark matter, and
if PBH binaries are not significantly perturbed between
formation and merger. We see that the latter largely
exceeds the estimated upper limits, by 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude, depending on the mass. This indicates that
LIGO could rule out PBHs as the dominant dark mat-
ter component, and set stringent upper limits to their
abundance.

To estimate these potential limits, we solve for the
maximum PBH fraction for which the merger rate is be-
low the LIGO upper limits. Note, that the merger rate is
not linear in f , nor a simple power law through all range
of f , so these limits must be computed numerically. We
show the result in Fig. 7, alongside other existing bounds
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FIG. 6. Merger rate of PBH binaries if they make up all of
the dark matter, and provided PBH binaries are not signifi-
cantly perturbed between formation and merger (solid line).
Superimposed are the upper limits from LIGO given in Table
I and described in the main text.
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FIG. 7. Potential upper bounds on the fraction of dark matter
in PBHs as a function of their mass, derived in this paper (red
arrows), and assuming a narrow PBH mass function. These
bounds need to be confirmed by numerical simulations. For
comparison we also show the microlensing limits from the
EROS [21] (purple) and MACHO [20] (blue) collaborations
(see Ref. [77] for caveats and Ref. [32] for a discussion of
uncertainties), limits from wide Galactic binaries [22], ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies [25], and CMB anisotropies [24].

in that mass range. We see that LIGO O1 may limit
PBHs to be no more than a percent of the dark mat-
ter for M ⇠ 10 � 300 M�. If confirmed with numerical
computations, these would become the strongest existing
bounds in that mass range.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

NSTT [39] pointed out long ago that PBHs would
form binaries in the early Universe, as a consequence of
the chance proximity of PBH pairs, and estimated their
merger rate at the present time. Following the first de-
tection of a binary-black-hole merger [5], Sasaki et al. [9]

Summary of lecture 2
• PTAs indirectly probe the primordial power 
spectrum. For now, PTA limits do not put 
pressure on PBHs, but this could change 
with next-generation PTAs.
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should be very close to detecting a stochastic gravitational wave background even if only one of the

compact objects which LIGO has detected was a PBH, for example the secondary mass object in

the recently detected event which falls into the mass gap between neutron stars and astrophysical

black holes [83]. It seems plausible that the associated stochastic background could be detectable

with current PTA data if a dedicated search was made by using specific GW templates generated

by power spectra that cause LIGO mass PBHs to form.
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FIG. 5. Plot of the constraints on the power spectrum amplitude from PBH, PTA, and µ-distortion sources,

as well as the measured one and three-sigma constraints from the CMB. The constraints for � = 0.3 (which

are tighter for the PBH constraints, and narrower for the other constraints) are shown in red, and the

constraints for � = 1 are shown in blue. The PBH, PTA, and µ-distortion constraints are shown with solid,

long-dashed, and short-dashed lines respectively.

The cosmic µ–distortion places an upper limit on the maximum PBH mass which can be gener-

ated by the collapse of large amplitude perturbations shortly after horizon reentry. The maximum

mass decreases as the power spectrum width � increases, but even for a narrow peak with � = 0.3

the initial PBH mass cannot be much greater than 104 M�, which is much smaller than the super-

massive BHs seen in the centre of most galaxies even at high redshift, with masses 106–109 M�,

whose origin remains a mystery. However, such large PBHs could still act as a seed to the SMBHs
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